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Wriggle-work: the quick and nimble animal spirits 

... and all that has been said about animal spirits, through more than fifteen 
centuries, is mere conjecture. (Thomas Reid, Essays II.3: 248) 

These vinegar tart spirits are too pearcing ... 
Finde they a chinke, they'll wriggle in and in 

Oohn Marston, Antonio's Revenge (1600) IV.2) 

In one sense the worst accident that ever befell physiology was its intimate 
association with animal spirits. (G.S. Rousseau 1989: 40) 

They will forcibly gett into the porousnesse of it, and passe with violence berweene 
part and part. (Kenelm Digby IT 4: 28) 

2.1 Introduction: wriggle-work 
Even if the 'ill-defined "animal spirits'" (Porter 1987: 177) were too charged 
with imaginary values to achieve 'the specificity of a true scientific concept' 

(Starobinski 1966: 179), their usage has its patterns and constraints. 'These 
quick and nimble spirits', as the Cambridge Platonist John Smith called them 

(1660/1979: n6), were meshed in a 'lush jungle of metaphor' (Rousseau 1989: 
41). They failed 'to satisfY the spirit [I'esprit]' of one of their historians, Dr 

Maurice Mignon (1934: 12): but, as their study proves, there is more than one 

style of spirit. 

Don't wri,!l.gle! 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, ridiculing the neurophilosophical associationism of 
William James and other 'scientific' psychologists, complained at the meta

physical machinations to which, he thought, the confused new discipline was 
prone. 

How needed is the work of philosophy is shown by James' psychology. 
Psychology, he says, is a science, but he discusses almost no scientific ques
tions. His movements are merely (so many) attempts to extricate himselffrom 
the cobwebs of metaphysics in which he is caught. He cannot yet walk, or By at 
all he only wriggles. Not that that isn't interesting. Only it is not a scientific 
activity. (Wittgenstein MS 165: 150-1, in Hilmy 1987: 196-7) 

But why, I want to ask Wittgenstein, must scientists not wriggle? When it 
seems possible to theorise and model the fuzzy, the fluid, the volatile, as now 
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through new connectionism and other sciences of complexity, such bans on 
questions on the fringes of science are puzzling. Sciences of the messy and the 
particular just do not fit a division between 'genuine' empirical accounts of 
repeatable and predictable observable phenomena, and, on the other hand, 
metaphysically tainted and prejudice-driven speculation. 

Like Aphrodite, animal spirits would not be among those hypothetical enti
ties which meekly hang around waiting to be observed (Feyerabend 1988, 
1989). Making sense of the bits of the world which move might require a certain 
shimmying. Just as in late twentieth-century sciences 'nothing is less static 
than the nervous system' (Wilkes 1980: IIS), so the baroque internal edifices of 
the early modern neurophysiology of spirits were maintained only by motion. 
The intervening' nineteenth-century nervous system, in contrast, was less 
dynamic (Clarke 1968: 139-41; Changeux 1985: 29-30, 67). It is the sense that 
difficult mind/brain sciences are now returning to more uncertain explananda, 
taking time seriously, acknowledging the changing nature of their object, 
which motivates attention to earlier, stranger agendas. 

Wri.g.gle-work 
'Wriggle-work', or 'wriggled-work', was a late seventeenth-century English 
style of engraving, for example on pewter, with (what would later be called) 
zigzag lines, fashioned by engravers known as 'wrigglers', which developed 
after the 'Olorious Revolution' of 1688 (OED, s.v. 'wriggle', 6a). Later, Hogarth 
(1753/1971: 39) praised the multiple encodings of the serpentine line which 'by 
its waving and winding at the same time differentways ... may be said to inclose 
(tho' but in a single line) varied contents'. This aesthetics of wriggling signals 
distributed memory, many traces sedimented in a single fold of the brain, 
where representation works neither linguistically nor by simple resemblance, 
neither byword nor by image. 

I take wriggling as symptom and symbol of early modern sinuous paths 
imagined for animal spirits in the brain's memory folds; of the squirming dis
comfort which drove philosophers to advance tortuous evasive techniques 
against the unpredictable spirits; of intense attention in the early Royal Society 
to forms of writhing in nature, to eels, animalcules, insects in pieces, lizards 
and fish, and to the fluid mixtures inside bodies; of historical acknowledge
ment of somatopsychic and psychosomatic phenomena in which animal 
spirits easily united cognition and emotion (jealousy, says a Tourneur charac
ter, 'makes the spirit of the flesh begin to wriggle in my blood' (I6II/I976 IV.I»; 
of inevitable spillage oflanguage about memory, brain, and culture across dis
ciplines and domains, between rhetoric and science, which violated seven
teenth-century desire for linguistic purity and literality; of, generally, piercing 
awareness of constraints on freedom and control. Thomas Burnet wrote in 
1690 that 'men will wriggle any way to get from under the force of a text' (in 
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OED, s.v. 'wriggle'): I generalise this into an image of men fleeing from memory, 
squirming to wrest back a semblance of control from the supplements (textual, 
artefactual, and physiological) used by and using the self. 

Wri,g,glin,g spirits 

Theoretical 'wriggle-work' hints at how discourses of the spirits disregarded 
later boundaries, both between disciplines which came to be distinct (like 
neurophysiology and philosophy) and between apparent classes of phenom
ena (such as solid and fluid, or natural and supernatural) which these theoret

ical entities, being imaginary, never had to respect. Spirits traversed easy early 
modern passages between life sciences and literature, physics and philosophy, 
cognition and cosmology, pneumatology and poetry. 

This is not yet the comprehensive empirical study of the mass of primary 

source material on spirits which Rousseau has requested (1969/1991: 5-7, 
20-1), though it brings up many questions for such a study to address. But the 

difficulty of the multidisciplinary history required is severe, and I leap over pos
sible micro studies of the uses, connections, and implications of spirits the

ories in specific times and places. 

2.2 The dustbin theory of animal spirits 
The prevailing account of animal spirits in the history of physiology might be 
called the 'dustbin theory'. On this view, spirits theorists, repeatedly commit
ting category mistakes, concocted a spurious unity to what was in fact a hope
lessly heterogeneous collection of phenomena. For one historian, spiritus was 

'an inherently self-contradictory concept ... so to speak, a dustbin into which 

you threw fundamental antinomies' (Walker 1953/1985: 150). Another was 
confident enough to complain of the spirits' 'almost paralysing effect' on 
neuroscientific progress (Brazier 1958: 198).1 

If animal spirits were disastrous for science, then nothing, or nothing worth 
remembering, was lost in the replacement of such an over-inclusive concept by 

tightly defined alternatives. We can now see spirits, it seems, as useless catch
all constructs, suggesting deceptively simple accounts of problems which 
should have been kept in the 'too hard' basket. Walker, the pre-eminent histo

rian of Renaissance spirits theories, rejects as incoherent Descartes' mechan
ical accounts of imagination and memory (where spirits 'function like 

I Examples of this disdain can be multiplied. It was all too easy in difficult explanation to 
resort to spiritus, 'that most adaptable category of theoretical entities': various uses of that 
'quasi-magical ftuid' animal spirit simply 'lent an air of science' to primitive and folkloric, 
or rationalist and metaphysical speculations (Copenhaver I99I: 379: Rousseau I976: I47: 
DePorte I974: 5: compare Miller I978: 292-4). There could be no 'good explanation' in 
the life sciences, judged G.S. Rousseau (I969/I99I: 5), until the nineteenth century (when 
animal spirits were finally consigned to the dustbin in which they always belonged). 
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transmission in a car'), but allows that medical and animal spirits did no harm 
when 'used merely as a stop-gap, and a scientist's attention was not concen
trated on them'. He praises Vesalius, in contrast to Bacon and Descartes, for 
wasting little time on the spirits (Walker 1985a: 126).2 

Was the heyday of the animal spirits then just an aberrant episode in the 
history of science? Cannot this venerable theory, 'that most firmly entrenched of 
Galen's fancies' (Wightman 1958: 135), embedded in myth, religion, and anti
quated pseudo-sciences, be reasonably neglected? I suggest that itis dismissed 
on peril of missing important, alien aspects of the world-views we have lost. 

A test case in conceptual change 
Further, spirits theory poses problems about conceptual change and about the 
reference of theoretical terms as sharp as the familiar cases of phlogiston and 
caloric. What are we to say spirits theorists were talking about? What decides, in 
practice, whether terms which (seek to) designate theoretical entities are jetti
soned or retained, eliminated or smoothly reduced (by identification) to terms 
for new hypothetical constructs? This is important because the absence of a 
typical set of overlapping causes (whether 'internal' and 'rational' or simply 
sociological, political, and rhetorical) for historical cases of elimination and 
radical theory-change seems to leave us at sea as to how current and future 
change might (let alone should) occur (Stich 1996: 63-82, 199). Philosophers 
of pragmatist bent who are sensibly pessimistic about rationalistic accounts of 
the history of science run the risk of denying that radical conceptual change can 
ever happen, or instead, sensibly (Heilbron 1982; Hacking 1983) reject general 
theory in favour of attention to technological and practical change in science. 

The dustbin theory, constructing animal spirits as a historical accident, sug
gests that any empirical advances which did occur in early modern neuro
physiology must have been independent of the faulty theoretical commitment 
to animal spirits. Philip Kitcher's careful defence of scientific progress in the 
face of historicising criticism (1993a, 1993 b) relies on just this kind of result 
from the history of science. Discovery and conceptual progress require the nar
rowing of the 'reference potential' (Kitcher 1978: 536-46) of central concepts so 
as to exclude old metaphysical and moral associations, and hone in on the 
genuine explananda in new fields. Historical investigation is meant to 
show that, where past theories were partIy successful despite their use of non-

2 Walker's historiography illustrates the need for sensitivity to modem difficulties in these 
domains, to acknowledge current disagreements about neuro/psycho/philosophical 
problems, let alone solutions. He complains, for example, that Campanella's use of 
spirits in psychology was not explanatory, because spirits blur the mind/body divide 
(1958/1975: 230-1). What position on dualism, or on levels of explanation in psychology, 
is assumed here? It is significant that, in rejecting spirits or nervous fluids, Vesalius ruled 
out the whole project of connecting neural and cognitive functions (Fabrica (1543) VII, in 
Singer 1952: 1-6, 39-40, 49-50). 
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referential terms like animal spirits (Kitcher's example, following Laudan, is 
ether), 'the failures of reference and the false claims do not contribute to the 

successes' (Kitcher 1993b: 174)· 
Simplicity is an epistemic virtue in almost every philosophy of science. Yet it 

is precisely the narrowing of neurological reference which remains at issue in 
comparing spirits theory with its successors. The question can be put by asking 
which side spirits lie on Adrian Cussins' distinction, in a wonderful paper on 
eliminativism, between 'conflations' and 'misplaced composites'. Conflations 
are relatively harmless, imprecise but not incoherent yokings of two concepts 
from the same explanatory domain, as 'weight' conflates mass and force 
(Cuss ins 1993: 243-4). Misplaced composites, in contrast, are unnatural and 
confused hybrids which arise 'where the early theory employs concepts which 
are a combination of components of other concepts which come from distinct 
explanatory domains, or which sub serve quite different functional interests' 
(1993: 244)· Misplaced composites like mermaids serve no useful function in 
ontology and should be eliminated from conceptual schemes which seek 
contact with reality. Phrenologists' concept of physiology illegitimately mixed 
brain anatomy with 'a mix of psychological, social and evaluative notions' 
which 'from the perspective of a successor neuropsychology ... belong to dis
tinct explanatory domains' (1993: 244-6). 

But how do we know which explanatory domains are distinct? As the 
phrenology example shows, Cussins is clear: 'which concepts belong to the 
same explanatory domain is determined from the point of view of the successor 
theory' (1993: 243). In conceptual crisis, successors have to be fought for: the 
notion of Man is, Cussins suggests (1993: 246), 'from a feminist successor per
spective ... a misconceived composite formed from the idea of universal 
humankind and the idea of certain masculine qualities. It licenses illegitimate 
inferences to the form or nature of humanity. And again the proper response is 
eliminativist: in that sense of Man, there is no Mankind.' 

For some two hundred years, it has been clear that the concept of animal 
spirit united domains which should be kept isolated, and thus that a good 
theory's constructs ought to be narrower, less wriggly, than were those imagi
nary fluids. The conviction of a concept as a 'misplaced composite' from the 
successor perspective leaves no links intact or, more strongly, thinkable 
across domains which were once intimately interlaced.3 These studies, then, 

3 The kind ofincommensurability at stake here is close to that called 'dissociation' by Ian 
Hacking (1983: 69-72), rather than the general incommensurability across different 
theories sometimes thought to result from meaning holism. Dissociation, in Hacking's 
Feyerabendian sense (his example is a comparison of Laplace and Paracelsus), occurs 
when it is hard to know, from the successor perspective, how to even approach settling 
the truth-value of sentences (or the rationality of methods) in the earlier world. We cannot 
easily assert or deny the earlier sentences, or can only start talking and thinking the old 
way if we become 'alienated or dissociated from the thought of our own time' (1983: 71). 
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challenge the natural view that the over-adaptable spirits were such hopeless 
composites. The replacement of the strange old world in which they existed 
with tighter, more isolated concepts was also a loss. 

Spirits and the historioBraphy of neuroscience 
References to the disastrous paralysis of physiology in the years when it 'was 
for a long time tributary to the representation of animal spirits' (Starobinski 
1966: 176) sanction continuing triumphalist evaluations in histories ofneuro
physiology. Clarke and Jacyna claim, remarkably, that every idea of'nerve force, 
fluid, spirit, or whatever' before Jiri Prochaska's concept of nerve conduction 
was an 'untestable hypothesis that obstructed progress' (1987: 163). 

Such historical brashness assumes considerable current consensus, as if the 
relation (or lack of relation) between the domains which animal spirits were 
thought to connect is transparent to us. There is no doubt that the dropping of 
explicit philosophical baggage did encourage the neurosciences, though it is 
harder than most histories allow to work out exactly how and why this hap
pened. There's no doubt too that new techniques and methods in the utterly 
different world of modern neurological investigation, immersed in new 
institutional and social practices, have produced both new knowledge and new 
ways of intervening successfully in the domain under investigation. I do not 
advocate replacing brain research with interdisciplinary animal spirits pro
jects: nostalgia fails, and anyway, in our world, nothing quite like animal spirit 
exists to be studied. 

My point here is that, in late twentieth-century mind/brain sciences, it is 
often difficult to say for sure that historical links across what now seem dispar
ate domains were just wrong. It is important, for example, to wonder again 
whether historical meshing of the explanatory domains of reproduction and 
reasoning (2.3.7 and chapter 9 below) really does show that animal spirit was a 
misplaced composite: the domains which our best theories connectdo change. 
Many feel the need again to connect cognition and culture, to question the 
boundaries which keep apart not just neuroscience and philosophy of mind, 
but also psychology and history. 

The uncertain status of present and future mind/brain sciences, then, 
should motivate resistance to easy dismissals of weird old views. TWo of the 
best historians of neuroscience operate by shoWing how 'outmoded' ideas 
were replaced by 'revolutionary' ones, while giving some space to ideas 'of 
less lasting importance' (Clarke and Jacyna 1987: I). The integration of 
modern knowledge into historical contexts may make sense for the lower-level 

Immersion in the details of weird old theories makes it clear that this is not an all-or
nothing matter: a certain dissociation of this sort is often in place anyway, especially 
among historians, and occasionally it can be used to make better sense of strange words 
from the past about bodies, nerves, memory, or whatever. 
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neuroscience (from the cerebrospinal axis to the vegetative nervous system) 
which is the focus of their indispensable work. But in the more neuro
philosophical context of nerve and brain function, there is no clear end of 
inquiry in the present to which history could show the past inevitably leading. 
The relevant consensus just does not exist. Careful observation with wonderful 
technology has provided astonishingly detailed inaps of the brain, and 
incomparably more raw material for explanation. But beyond neuroanatomy 
and the neurophysiology of the individual cell, it is not that easy to point now to 
a developed corpus of successful theory against which historical shifts could be 
evaluated. Approaches to the dynamic systems of brain and body which could 
conceivably influence and alter our crude high-level, common-sense-inspired 
macroscopic psychologising are barely visible under the weight of experi
mental data. 4 So following Canguilhem (1977), I treat history of science, espe
cially of these sciences, as not itself a science, for it demands unbalanced 
judgement, polemic, and selective evaluation. The cast of any meta-narrative of 
the history of physiological psychology depends in part on its picture of the 
present. 

2.3 Spirits, bodies, and souls 
Multiple connotations already pervaded ancient concepts of spirit,S and few 
associations had disappeared by the seventeenth century (Armogathe 1984): 
the repertoire of problems for spirits theorists evolved by accretion and eclectic 
superposition, in complex processes of transmission traced by outstanding 
historians of ideas (Verbeke 1945; Putscher 1973; Rist 1985). I deliberately 
flatten disputes and differences across the tangled history of ancient, medieval, 

4 Churchland and Sejnowski acknowledge (1992: 16) that the old description of the 
neurosciences as data-rich but theory-poor 'remains true ... inasmuch as we do not yet 
know how to explain how brains see, learn, and take action'. They spell out (1992: 157-63) 
contingent reasons for the long dominance of research on individual cells, claiming that 
the advent of distributed representation may foreshadow the end of'the era of the single 
neuron'. In fact, in the case of memory at least, many theorists have always accepted that 
groups, networks, or paths of cells are more likely than single neurons to be the 
functionally relevant unit (Colville-Stewart 1975: 200-12): but the point remains that 
larger-scale dynamics are desperately difficult. Interpretations of the gorgeous results of 
new brain imaging techniques reveal the difficulty of generalising across the brains of 
different subjects (Lloyd 1996). 

5 Delatte, Govaerts, and Denooz (1984), in a neat semi-quantitative study of spiritus in 
classical Latin, describe a chronological shift from concrete/physical contexts, to moral 
usage, and on to spiritual senses. Ideas on the sources of Greek usage (Tanner 1985; 
Young 1991/1993: xxi-xxiv, 381-7) need closer integration with anthropological studies of 
intermediary entities and their functions (Boyer 1993; Sttathern 1996: 153-76). One place 
to start is Kuriyama's marvellous cross-cultural study of concepts of breath and spirit in 
ancient Greece and China (Kuriyama 1995). My work remains, with other studies of spirits 
in history of philosophy and medicine, over-confined to intellectual history, unable to 
address the .contexts of use of the concepts. 
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and Renaissance traditions in order briefly to convey the complexity of the con
ceptual inheritance of early modern spirits theorists. In its broad outlines, the 
physiology of spirits commonly attributed to Galen was, with its varied ver
sions and internal tensions, somehow rendered compatible with much 
medieval philosophy and theology (Bono 1984: 93). The diversity and adapt
ability of these doctrines is the point, for there are no clear lines between the 
strands which developed into intelligible later theory in theology or physiology 
and those which resonate only with pre-modern mentalities. Use of the same 
word for 'those spirits which are methylated and those which are angelic' 
(Davie 1963: 48) was both awkward and productive. 'Spirit' forces difference on 
the historian, since the 'physiological use of the word is probably the most 
obscure to the modern reader, who is most likely to encounter it in a bar or a 
church' (Kemp 1990: 26). 

A surprising number of the specific spirit doctrines discussed here survived 
the apparent or rhetorical overthrow of their ancient theoretical contexts. It is 
much too simple to say that great scientific advances of the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries 'left the old medical theories derelict', old ideas concerning 
spirit going by the board with 'the wrecking of the Galenic physiology' in the 
scientific revolution (Singer and Underwood 1962: 137-8). But I stress again 
that there are many other histories of spirits. I omit, for example, classifica
tions and applications of chemical spirits in alchemical and Paracelsian tradi
tions (Davis 1973; Debus 1984), which significantly transformed the concepts 
(Clericuzio 1994): but, I submit, use of spirits in alchemy and chemistry is not 
as surprising as their continued presence in supposedly austere mechanical 
philosophies.6 Condensing an extraordinary conceptual range at least hints at 
the difficulty of articulating the strangeness of 'pre-modern' bodies and the 
fluids which whirled through them. 

I sketch the spirits' associations under nine headings: etymology, theology, 
cosmobiology, the occult traditions, the message, medicine and the body, 
reproduction and reasoning, physiology, and moral neurophilosophy. 

2.3.1 Etymol°.9Y 
The richly ambiguous noun phrase 'animal spirit' derives from Greek pneuma 
psychikon. But the link (via Latin anima) to psyche as principle oflife could easily 
be negiected. Swift caricatures the brain's mechanical spirits as a 'Crowd of 

6 The 'metamorphosis of meaning' which Clericuzio (1994: 51, 72) thinks distanced 
English chemical notions of spirit from Descartes' scheme in fact involved a set of 
principles about holism and the interactions of bodily spirits with celestial and chemical 
spirits which, I argue, was also present in mechanical physiology. Although clearly 
Paracelsian and chemical notions of volatility and nitrous spirits were alien to Descartes, 
the consequences for cognitive theories were not necessarily great. From my perspective, 
Clericuzio (1994: 68) underestimates the possible complexity of'purely mechanical' 
processes in Cartesianism. 
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little Animals, butwith Teeth and Claws extremely sharp' (1704/1984: 17 3). The 
satire is sharp, for rather than the soft associations with wind, breath, and life 
which animal spirits might have retained from both pneuma and psyche, more 
telling in practice were wilder, harsher metaphorical connotations of violence, 
randomness, and transience. Early modern spirits would be regularly person
ified as animalistic agents mischievous in the innards, or as combining into a 
vicious mob, scratchy and hard to control, ill-disciplined beasts lacerating the 
selffrom the inside. 

The qualification 'animal' applied primarily to spirits in natural philosoph
ical contexts. Crudely, between Galen and Descartes animal spirits were but the 
'highest' of three spirits in living things. Natural spirits had their 'seat' in the 
liver, vital spirits in the heart, and animal spirits in the brain.7 Despite uncer
tainty about just how the nervous system related to veins and arteries, in most 
accounts animal spirits were elaborated from blood by some filtering process. 
The tradition included no clear distinction between the life functions and the 
cognitive functions of physiological spirits. 

2.3.2 Theology 
'Spirit' alone could refer, not just to the Holy Spirit (a concept indebted to the 
pneumatic tradition (rust 1985», but also to the individual soul as locus of 
moral evaluation, or to the immortal soul, locus of personal survival beyond 
bodily death. 'Animal spirits', though, traditionally operated between body and 
soul. Medieval theologies of spirits (Putscher 1973; Bono 1984) rarely 
remained detached from natural philosophy in this context. One function of 
animal spirits was to relate ontology to moral theology by elucidating the 
connection between organic individuals and supra-individual cosmic and/or 
divine forces. The ambiguous human is located between disembodied intelli
gences (angelic spirits) and animals (full of bodily spirits but, on most views, 
lacking individual souls).8 The communication of spirits between our corpo
real and incorporeal aspects is a microcosmic enactment of macrocosmic 
transmissions between mortal and immortal realms. 

Ontological uncertainty Divisions between soul, spirit, and body could in
volve three ontologically distinct substances, with scholastic and Renaissance 

7 See the OED, s.v. 'animal spirits'. In a 1543 description of the 'thre kindes ofspirites', for 
example, the 'animal spirite' gives 'facultie of movynge, and felynge' and is so called 
'bycause it is the first instrument of the soule, whyche the Latins call animam'. It is unclear 
whether this tripartite scheme was Galen's or was developed later (Temkin 1951/1977, 
1973; Wilson 1959; Siegel 1973: 134-9). 

8 Our nature is 'not simple but multiple, not certain but ambiguous, in between mortal and 
immortal things' (Pomponazzi 1516/1948: 282-3). This thought might glorify us cuspy 
creatures on the cosmic up, as in Pico della Mirandola, or, as for Pomponazzi, remind that 
we have 'not intellect but the trace and shadow of intellect' (1516/1948: 322). Attitudes 
depended on views of free will (Sutton 1991). 
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theorists often taking spirits to be the first instrument of the soul. Medievalists 
are right to complain (Bynum 1995a: 13-14) that the use oftrinary (not binary) 
categories is one respect in which modern attributions of dualism and denigra
tion of the body to the entire Western Christian philosophical past are too swift. 
But the tripartite metaphysics too was unstable. 

Some, like Albertus Magnus, sought ontological economy by placing spirits 
with body on the physical side of a single metaphysical dichotomy: animal 
spirits were intermediaries only in that the non-physical acts more easily or 
more directly on them than on grosser matter. Others, comfortable with 
Neoplatonic hierarchies of superimposed entities, confiated medical spirits 
(in linguistics and ontology) with transcendent spiritual forces, exhorting the 
moral ideal of ascent on the scale of emanations by spirituous imitation of the 
divine (Bono 1984: 112). But recurrent drives for theoretical simplicity left 
spirits theologically problematic. It was an ancient suggestion, probably 
Praxagoras' (Rist 1985), that spirits or pneuma should be identified with psyche. 
But when others argued that the spirits were physical, the way was open for 
medical materialists to combine these moves and heretically identifY the soul 
itselfwith corporeal spirits (Walker 1958/1975). 

Spiritual vehicles One other theological complication lies in the connec
tion of animal spirits to astral vehicles. Something in humans responds to, or is 
in sympathy with, cosmic 'vehicles' between the corrupt earth and the 
untainted realm of wholly disembodied intelligences. Even outside suspect 
demonological contexts, in which unguents and ointments were used to aid the 
passage of spirits through the skin to join their supernatural kin (IS II.I5.8; 
Ginzburg 1966/1983: 17-18), this could speak to a desire to surrender 
individuality. The spirit realm, from the physiological to the astral, promised 
merging, the swallowing-up of the soul in the divine, ecstatic rebirth through 
being purged of the longing to retain separateness (Walker 1985b; Screech 
1980: 158-73). Theorists from Renaissance Averroists (Skulsky 1968; Pine 
1986) and Ficinian Platonists through the English atomist Nicholas Hill 
(Jacquot 1974: 113) and on to Cambridge Platonist Henry More (Walker 1984) 
sought the dispersion of their spirits into a larger reservoir. These world-soul 
beliefs, challenging individualistic conceptions of the person from a mystic 
point of view, are the theological counterparts of cosmo biological links in 
natural philosophy with spirits outside the body. 

2.3.3 CosmobioloBY 
Animal spirits linked the human body to the cosmos in natural philosophy and 
medicine as well as in theological contexts. Bodily spirits took pleasure in 
uniting with the sky (Donio, in Walker 1958/1975: 193-4). The tradition offered 
naturalistic images of the human body embedded in earthly, astronomical, and 
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astrological environments, a vulnerable container, the boundaries between 
physiological and celestial processes incessantly breached. 

Aristotle had denied the identity of pneuma and cosmic ether or quintessence 
while being brief about both (Reiche 1960; Nussbaum 1978: 143-64; Annas 
1993: 18-20; Freudenthal 1995: 106-48). Stoics, at least by the time of 
Chrysippus, aligned biology and cosmology by taking pneuma to pervade inert 
matter as a creative principle: pneuma is ether, a mix of air and fire. Proper life 
and cognitive functions depend on the difficult maintenance of krasis, the 
appropriate blending of elements which require pneuma for coherence. Death, 
then, is the conflagration or relaxation of pneuma, for the cosmos as for the 
individual (SamburskyI959; Hahm 1977: 136-74; RiStI985). 

The traditions promoted a picture of the body permeated by theworld, a tem
porary pocket of stability in a fluid cosmos (for Aristotle on physiological and 
moral blending, see Tracy 1969: 157-333). Before Erasistratus, medical theo
rists thought pneuma enters the body through the skin: Erasistratus' claim that 
it all derives from inhaled air retained the wholly external origin (Wilson 1959). 
Galen took psychic pneuma to have an internal source, in blood exhaled with our 
innate heat, and to be maintained by respiration: but subsequent pneumatic 
theory in both Neoplatonism (Tarrant 1985) and medical naturalism 
(Klibansky, Panofsky, and Saxl 1964) stressed the body's openness to cosmic 
ethers. 

In the work of Henry of Langen stein in the fourteenth century, 'the move
ment of spirits and humors throughout the body parallels the sweating world 
of meteorological exhalations and vapors' (Steneck 1976: 137). Motions of 
body fluids are described, in this tradition, in various quasi-circulation meta
phors: both nervous fluids and blood move to the rhythms of ebbing and shift
ing external forces, compared to irrigation or to the specific directional flows of 
waters in the Euripus channel (Bitbol-Hesperies 1990: 158-73). Medical views 
of bodily mixtures as dependent on local environment (2.3.6 below) required 
in turn the larger cosmic context of criss-crossing ethers and fluids, the twin 
threats of turbulence and stagnation always barely kept at bay (Barkan 1975: 
8-60). 

2.3.4 Spirits and the occult traditions 
In cultures which have not valued impermeable ontological barriers, when 'the 
categories of material, mental, and spiritual are meaningless' (Hesse 
1961/1970: 36-8), even physiological animal spirits are entwined in quite other 
histories of spirit. Pneuma can still be seen as the key to 'the origin of the sacred' 
(Young 1991/1993). In addition to the bewildering array of spirits in early 
modern folklore (West 1969), they retained privileged roles in the occult sci
ences of Renaissance elites. 

Most obvious is the special association between animal spirits and evil 
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spirits. Melanchthon gave prototypical moral advice about controlling the 
unruly fluids: 'when devils occupy the heart, by their blowing they trouble the 

spirits in the heart and brain ... Let us therefore look to our nature and dili
gently rule it' (in Walker 1984: 228). Technique and theory, knowing how and 
knowing that, meshed in spiritual and demonic magic, since understanding of 
the networks of forces criss-crossing the spirit realm was necessary for any 
attemptto control or intervene.9 

Animal spirits were also susceptible to spirits of wine, and the aerial spirits 

which carry melody, thus explaining physiological responses to alcohol and to 
music. Advice on diet and regimen in the care of the spirits was given in medical 

texts relying on the spirits' openness to envi.ronmental changes. But as 

Walker's (1953/1975) account ofFicino and his influence shows, there was a 
continuum between commonplace physiological and secretive magico
metaphysical uses of spirits. Ficino's notorious advice on animating statues 
required dormant spirits to be activated by other forms of spirituous input. The 

Neoplatonic revival of the association between melancholy and genius from 
the pseudO-Aristotelian Problemata (Babb 1951: 58-67; Klibansky, Panofsky, 
and Saxl 1964) was not independent of physiological theory: Ficino explains 
the vulnerability of intellectuals to melancholy as the result of constant usage 

of animal spirits in cognition (Walker 1953/1985: 133). Careful managing of 
spirits might allow privileged access to supra-natural phenomena. Those in the 
know hoped and strove for ecstasy (rather than possession), scholar's melan
choly (as opposed to the constant threats of mania and madness), or inspired 
contact with the Holy Spirit (rather than the encroach of Satan, wriggling 
snakily into animal spirits). 

One common factor in a number of occult uses of the diverse spirits is the 
attempt to deal with action at a distance, by (in different contexts) under
standing, encouraging, or preventing it. The notorious weapon-salve cure in 
which ointments are applied not to a wound but to the weapon which inflicted it, 
popularised by Kenelm Digby in the seventeenth century, depended on streams 
of spirituous particles flowing across the distance between weapon and wound 

(Dobbs 1971: 5-10). It was the power of music to operate on its listeners without 
apparent contact which rendered itso mysteriously powerful, and so susceptible 
to spirituous explanation. The sympathies and correspondences of Renaissance 
occult knowledge-systems (which so appalled the seventeenth-century mecha

nists who allowed causation only by impulse) were loosely reliant on nested 
systems of spirits in the cosmos, the environment, the human body, and in inan

imate objects, with the animal spirits of medical theory holding a crucial micro
cosmic position. In chapter 4, I examine how the spirits came to play parallel 

9 Good overviews of the many contexts of , magic' in Renaissance and early modem periods 
include Webster 1982; Copenhaver 1990; Henry 1990. 
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roles even for those mechanists, in explaining away apparent action at a dis
tance. Differences of ontological detail notwithstanding, spirits in many 
systems had the privileged capacity of connecting present to absent, bridging 
spatial or temporal gulfs by somehow holding or reaching objects or informa
tion which would otherwise be inaccessible or lost. (Summers (1987: no-24) 
sketches the operation of this principle in Renaissance aesthetics.) This is a 
source of the necessary role animal spirits played in explanations of memory. 

2.3.5 The messaae: animal spirits as analoaue anae\s 
As unobservable intermediaries, animal spirits carried messages between 
realms otherwise irretrievably distinct. In this particular logic of the liminal, 
the bearers ofinformation between natural and supernatural, visible and invis
ible, body and soul, periphery and centre, muscles and brain focused concerns 
about the integrity of the message, on its way in from sinner or senses, or on its 
way out from God, soul, or will. Informational purity was in doubt, the fickle 
spirits transforming or condensing their contents, opening up dangerous dis
tortion and confusion. This was a fascinating problematic: John Donne, sug
gests Carey (1990: 253), found animal spirits alluring just because, like angels, 
they bridged divided worlds. 

Itis not surprising, then, that leading Renaissance spirits theorists were also 
interested in cryptography. Problems of the message preoccupied the occult
ists Trithemius and Agrippa, who saw ciphers as more predictable substitutes 
or supplements for spirits in the representation and processing of informa
tion. Better mechanisms of transmission and decoding might augment the 
magician's powers, and allow the tapping of angelic communication across 
the spirit realm (Walker 1958/1975: 85-96). I argue elsewhere that systems for 
the external selection, compression, and storage ofinformation, such as short
hand, brachygraphy, and tachygraphy, were intimately related to changing 
Renaissance models of mental representation (Sutton 1997) .10 Here I am inter
ested in a more specific informational role of spirits, in transmitting messages 
from body, senses, and muscles to the deep interior and back again. 

It is in this sense that animal spirits functioned as analogue angels. Each 
fleeting pattern of spirit motions was a scheming Hermes scooting between 
soul and body, authority and executive. As bearers of neural information, 
spirits had to negotiate the same risks of noise and interference whether 
the end and source of their journey was soul or brain. Ontology matters less 
than the problem of control over processes of transmission, the fear oflosing 
order in the message. Communication depends on the independence of an 
abstract code from the vagaries of its instantiation, the possibility of extracting 

10 Seventeenth-century cryptographers also invoked Trithemius: for Hooke see Henry 1989a: 
171-8. Generally see Salmon 1972: 60-7. 1l0-16, 144-5; and Slaughter 1982: 135-40. 
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sameness out of a confused background of difference (Serres 1982). But repeti
tion was never the animal spirits' strong point. 

Animal spirits were traditionally the first instruments of the soul, shuttling 
between thought and bodily sense. They functioned as 'Internuncii' even in post
Cartesian physiological psychology, when the 'exquisitely small Particles' were 
taken to be themselves corporeal (Mandeville I7U/1976: 131, 125). As the 'tye or 
medium' between soul and body (Burton 1621/1989: 140-I), these threshold 
beings patrolled an uncertain boundary which had to be continually crossed in 
all cognition and action. If reason is 'but Harmony; a certain modification and 
tuning of the parts, (either the Spirits, or the Filaments,) that are the immediate 
instruments of cogitation' (Burthogge I694/I976: I34), then distemper or 
jarring in the spirits could pervert commands of the will. 

These angels of the microcosm were even, it turns out, occasionally so-called. 
Where Henry More saw animal spirits only as 'congenerous to the ethereal 
Vehicles of the Angels or Genii' (IS II. 18. I: 139),11 Anne Conway identified 
them. For her, physiological spirits are only barely contained in the body, always 
on the verge of breaching its boundaries. Ministering bodily spirits are derived 
from food, and eventually the most subtle, those which may flow out and carry 
off something of the self, are 'the proper angels of a man' and can be good or 
bad. 'Subtile' animal spirit is a 'volatile Body' (1690/1982: 21Q-U, 217-19). 

The uncertainty of transmission in such a tricksy fluid medium was one 
motivation for attempts to guarantee control. The thirteenth-century Platonist 
Alfred of Sara she I, for instance, saw the irradiation oflight as a perfect model 
for the operation of spirits in the body because of the (apparent) non-temporal
ity of transmission (compare chapter 5 below on Hooke's use of the metaphys
ics oflight in describing memory and centralised control). The unleashing of 
spirits into time would produce error, so the gaps across which messages need 
to be brought are closed or denied. Albertus Magnus, in contrast, committed to 
the corporeality of spirits, rejected celestial analogies and likened spirit instead 
to smoke or vapour (Bono 1984: U6-18). This medieval debate over physiolog
ical metaphors raises just the right questions, for there is no guarantee that the 
medium which memory and neural messages alike seem to require will be 
transparent, securely transmitting an original encoding. Not every angel, after 
all, is immune to darkness. 

2.3.6 Medicine and the body 
Animal spirits, like other old fluids, ran through the pores (poroi) of humoral 
bodies. Historians of medicine sketch patterns of transmission of ancient 

II This connection is peLVasive in More's work. Yet one bewildered biographer, noting that 
Walker 'emphasizes the relation between More's concept of spirit and the spirits of 
physiology', complains 'I confess inability to see the force of this argument' (Hall 1990: 
282)1 
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medical theory through Arab and medieval sources, and seek a basis for under
standing the relation of theory to medical practice in dealing with 'pre-modern' 
bodies (Temkin 1973; Pouchelle 1983/1990; Siraisi 1990; Park 1992). Some use 
anthropological evidence, notably from Melanesian and European folk bio
medicine, to ask whether the open bodies of these old learned theories might 
also be detected in the practices and beliefs of quite other and much later soci
eties (Duden 1991: 34-7,45; Strathern 1996: 53, 107-38). Of course it is mis
leading to isolate the spirits from the vast systems of fluid exchange within the 
body and between the body and the world: but here, by using the spirits alone, I 
seek to convey that body history for Western medicine reveals not only the 
spongy, thrown, fragile bodies documented by these historians, but also the 
survival of various forms of body holism into much later physiological schemes 
as spirits were incorporated into pulsing body-machines. Ifphilosophers did 
help to isolate the human body as a mere container, they did so much later. 

Spirits and medical holism In the broadly 'Galenist' tradition (tied only 
loosely to specific Galenic texts), animal spirits were among the 'naturals', 
body parts like blood, elements, and humours common to all. The term 
'contra-naturals' then covered pathological conditions. The theoretical divi
sion most interesting here is 'non-natural'. A rough consensus was that the 'six 
things non-natural' were air or climate, food and drink, sleep and wake, 
motion and rest, evacuation and repletion, and passions or perturbations of 
mind (Rather 1968; Niebyl 1971; Jackson 1986: II-12). 'A dynamic body 
deserves an expectant medicine' (Canguilhem 1994: 129), and (as in the 
Hippocratic treatise Airs, Waters, Places (Lloyd 1978: 148-69)) attention to indi
viduals' non-naturals motivated medical advice on regimen, diet, sexual behav
iour, travel, and responses to stress and distress. As Kuriyama shows, the 
earlier meaning of pneuma as wind pervades Hippocratic writings, bequeathing 
to later theories of spirit the twin problems of environmental influence and 
radical contingency (Kuriyama 1995: 7-14),12 The state of the naturals, the 
humours and spirits, depended directly on influences picked up, usually 
through the blood but also directly through the skin, from climate, environ
ment, nutr~tion, and emotion. So, as Vivian Nutton argues (1995: 141), highly 
individualised schemes of therapy could fit on to the holistic framework. In 
practice, the scheme allowed for multicausal accounts of disease. In continual 
interaction with the krasis (blend) of internal fluids, the non-naturals com
bined to produce an individual's current, fragile balance against imminent 

u Kuriyama's remarkable argument about pneuma's shift from 'wind' to 'breath' deserves 
far more attention than is possible here. For him, the shift marks not so much an 
inremaJisation of the obscure dynamics inherent in contingent environmental influence, 
as the creation of autonomous volitional agents in isolated bodies (Kuriyama 1995: 
13-2.7)· 
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stagnation or excess. Only those who denied animal spirits and their influence 
by airs and places, like William Harvey, would 'cut man off from his environ
ment' (FrankI980: 40). 

An individual's fluid balance was always specific. It depended not only on 
an initial, biological temperament (by which some were predisposed, for 
example, to melancholy and domination by Saturn), for this temperament was 
just the dynamic mixture of fluids in different proportions and conditions, 
changing over time in accordance with external influences as well as the drying 
or cooling rhythms of the life-cycle. Theories of individual compiexio were at 
once medical and cultural, supporting particularised narratives of what Nancy 
Siraisi endorses as 'the history of human life' (1990: 101-4, 109-14; compare 
Babb 1951: 1-20). The departure ofinternal mixture from its (relative, chang
ing) 'proper blend' (the narrower meaning of krasis) due to excessive or 
insufficient environmental or psychological input was a framework for 
explaining not only disease (Richardson 1985) but also the varieties of health 
(Cook 1990: 405-11). Individual differences in personality and in cognition 
were acknowledged in linked medieval theories of astrology and humours, 
which did not rely exclusively on either biological temperament or social influ
ence (Kemp 1990: 89-110). 

These psychophysiological frameworks were dynamic in the sense that they 
assumed the importance of what modern dynamicists in cognitive science call 
'continuous reciprocal causation' (Clark 1997: 163). Andy Clark's powerful 
recent synthesis of work on embodied cognition is particularly suggestive in 
the light of this sketch of the history of the old fluid physiologies. There are 
'mutually modulatory influences linking brain, body, and world', with causal 
coupling between all the components (1997: 163). As in jazz improvisation, the 
behaviour of every part of the system changes continuously as the patterns of 
input within a dense web of causal complexity alter (Clark 1997: 165). But in 
these old physiological systems, it was also assumed that the cultural environ
mentwas as influential a part of such conspiracies of causes as was the physical 
world. Cognitive theorists are dreaming again of being able to integrate lan
guage and culture into such a dynamic theoretical framework, as forms of 
mental scaffolding which supplement 'fundamentally short-sighted, special
purpose, internally fragmented minds' (Clark 1997: 33). So if both 'pre
modern' and post-connectionist theories assume a vision of mind as 'a leaky 
organ, forever escaping its "natural» confines and mingling shamelessly with 
body and with world' (ClarkI997: 53), we should care about the fate of the van
ished tradition. Was it not just overthrown in the course of the Scientific 
Revolution of the seventeenth century? 

The end of holism? According to the historians, the concepts of these the
ories, like spirits, humours, and proper blending, led 'continuous lives from 
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the Greeks to the nineteenth century' (Siraisi 1990: 97). Harold Cook argues 
(1990: 423) that the patchy development of alternative models in the 'scientific 
revolution' barely displaced in practice older traditions of temperament-based 
physic, which 'continued in different guises' through the eighteenth century. 13 

It was only, suggests 1.J. Rather (1968: 342), the rise of cellular pathology and 
bacteriology in the nineteenth century which led to a diminished interest 'in 
any but single efficient causes of disease'. It is worth overemphasisingthis con
sensus among medical historians, to avoid being taken in by seventeenth
century rhetorics of discontinuity: only relatively recently medical theory's 
picture of the human body and its operations changed into that of a static, solid 
container, only rarely breached, in principle autonomous from culture and 
environment, tampered with only by diseases and experts. Owsei Temkin con
cluded his history of Galen ism (1973: 181) by claiming that, through reinter
pretations, the non-naturals, the animal spirits, and the temperaments, 'which 
provided a medically useful classification of man, and a somatic theory of 
human behavior, were preserved into the nineteenth century' . 

The pronounced materialism of , pre-modern' medical theory is not its only 
attraction for medical historians: that alone can just as easily be coupled with 
culturally blind reductionism and a refusal to countenance complex causes. 
But materialist explanatory models which were also resolutely holistic do 
encourage a certain nostalgia. In seeking also to remember the strangeness of 
these old theories, we can poin! out the ease with which they lent themselves to 
the inculcation of forms of bodily surveillance, from Greek temple physicians 
to Victorian popular hygiene literature: if the non-naturals dictate health, then 
expert advice about sex, food, and passion has a direct claim to turn cultural 
norms into medical models. 

Body, phenomenology, control But just as useful as pursuing the implica
tion of various technologies of the body in supporting micromechanisms of 
power is the realisation of just how hard it is to form any sense of the bodily 
experience of those who lived with beliefin spirits and other internal fluids 
(Duden 1993; Hahn 1995). Thinking of the body as 'nothing buta congeries of 
canals', as George Cheyne recommended in 1701 (in Wear 1995: 358), seems 

13 Compare Wear 1995: 360: 'Regimen, the way to lead a healthy life, continued to be 
structured well into the eighteenth century in terms of the traditional "six non-naturals" '. 
Michael Macdonald (1981: 178-98) does locate the shift in the seventeenth century. 
Arguing that 'Restoration medicine was less comprehensive and less consistent than 
Renaissance medicine' , he claims that 'physicians paid less and less attention to the 
holistic facets of their craft' (1981: 197). But Macdonald, focusing here on psychological 
healing alone, equates the 'secularization of the elite's beliefs about insanity' in the late 
seventeenth century (1981: 10) with a move away from multicausal understanding. In my 
view, even anti-supernaturalist iatromechanical medicine of spirits assumed the continual 
openness of bodies to multiple environmental and cultural exchanges. 
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just conceivable. But how do we displace trust in our school anatomy pictures 
enough to know how to sense 'an unstructured osmotic space' of multiple 
fluxes beneath the skin (Duden 1991: 127)? In her wonderful book The Body 
Embarrassed, Gail Paster mounts a powerful case against seeing medical theory 
as autonomous from phenomenology. Physiology in its theoretical forms is 
also part of social history, she argues (1993: 2-4), part of the obviousness of a 
culture, of what is lived as true. The persisting symbolic representations 
which partly compose a body image in turn influence the preconscious 
continuous body schema which supports and constrains action and thought 
(Gallagher 1995): both image and schema are historical. The bodies Paster 
writes of, glimpsed through texts of English Jacobean drama, were (not only 
theorised as but lived as) semipermeable irrigated containers, moist sponges 
filled with interchangeable fluids. They supported, and produced, narratives 
of open internal tumult, dramatic tales of regulation and release, in which 
strangely affective internal agencies are barely amenable to personal or 
medical control. Even though the early seventeenth century saw the 
emergence of stronger civilising ideologies of refinement and bodily self
mastery, in which volatility was slowly silenced, the residually dominant 
medical theories still authorised experiences of somatic lacks and losses of 
control (1993: 14)·14 

Wriggling spirits, then, were phenomenologically felt. Even in remember
ing, their sensed tracks and trails could make one uneasy. Bakhtin's (1984) 
nostalgia for the indiscriminate openness of the 'grotesque' porous body to all 
and any external influence, its resistance to singular authoritarian will, has 
been sharpened by recent body historians (Stewart 1984/1993: lo4-II; 
Stallybrass 1987; Paster 1993). Marie-Christine Pouchelle sees the whole man 
described in medieval fluid physiologies as immersed 'in a flask of his own 
excretions', his spirits, blood, and humours in endless whirling circulation 
with the fluids outside him (1983/1990: 137). She details forms of defence 
against such openness, the stratagems of containment which language could 
attempt. In these imaginary anatomies, inner 'precincts and enfoldments' are 
theoretically used to guarantee the security of fluid contents. Images of boxes 
and purses provide but uncertain security, however: all dangerous passages 
between inside and outside must be policed. Orifices and even skin must be 
imaged as windows and doors to be controlled in the two-way traffic which 

14 An intriguing case study of a life of excessive turbulence which invites analysis in Paster's 
terms is F.F. Blok's (1976) biography of the Dutch poet and philosopher Caspar Barlaeus 
(1584-1648), the likely model for Descartes' notorious account in the First Meditation of 
the madman who thinks he is made of glass. Not only did Barlaeus live out in awful 
experience the theoretically sanctioned chimeras and physiological disruptions of the 
extreme melancholic (1976: 46-7, 105-21); poignantly, during his depressions he taught 
his students an extreme Platonic dualism in which the rampant body can only erupt 
squallingly to cloud and envelop the mind (1976: 67-9). 
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regulates the coction and metamorphoses of the internal fluids (1983/1990: 
140-54; see Whigham 1988 on containment and contamination). 

Exactly parallel worries about memory fluids, I will suggest, fuel early 
modern (neuro)philosophy of mind. How could items in memory be kept 
secure and ordered, immune to the promiscuous blending characteristic of the 
fluid motions on which they depended? The metaphorical profusion of these 
earlier schemes was compressed into the animal spirits, charged with the care 
of cognitive boundaries. Rhetoric about order and chaos in connection with 
the animal spirits is unlikely to be merely philosophical: it touched deeply the 
way body processes were experienced in banal or extreme conditions. More 
ordered models for the physiology of memory would eventually be required. 
Science, religion, and language were used in the Renaissance, argued Elaine 
Scarry (1988: 95-6, 101-2; compare Sutton 1997), to enter the body and 'revise 
it to be volitional'. Memory, like the body, had to beforced to submit to conscious 
control. 

2-3-7 Reproduction and reasoning 
The ancient association between reproduction and reasoning is a pertinent 
example of the tradition's persistence. It had many functions, allowing men to 
impose their own, intellectual form of conception in having an idea/Idea in the 
womb (HuetI993). Specifically, a long-standing (though far from unanimous) 
analogy or even identity between semen and foamy ethereal quintessence was 
easily extended to the whole spirit realm, so that the same spirits operate in the 
brain and in the seed (Putscher 1973: 20-6; Rist 1985; Jacquart and Thomasset 
1985/1988: 52-60). Through the tortuous history of embryological theory 
(Lloyd 1983; MacLean 1980: 28-46), many retained Aristotle's suggestion that 
pneuma carries the sensitive soul (Parts of Animals 652b8-I3), giving vital 
urgency to the informational problems of ensuring that ,ruffled spirits could 
accurately transmit encoded form (as Tristram Shandy would discover to his 
cost). Combined with the belief that the brain was the origin not only of animal 
spirits, but also of semen (Jacquartand ThomassetI985/1988: 55), thisencour
aged the assumption of an equivalence between intellectual and sexual capac
ities, at least in men. is 

Precious male liquors were in short supply in the fluid internal environment, 
always tending to be swamped, consumed, diluted, or polluted by chance or im
morality. Theoretical attempts to understand the connections between desire, 
as a cognitive capacity, and the physiology of sex inevitably had recourse to ani-

15 Polemic about the existence, function, and nature of female semen continued from 
ancient until very recent times (Jacquart and Thomasset 1985/1988; Laqueur 1990). More 
directly analogous to concerns about male expenditure of spirits in a double psychological 
and libidinal economy were theories of the maternal imagination's powers to imprint on 
the foetus via the animal spirits: see chapter 9 below. 
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mal spirits, indiscriminately transitive agents wheeling between memory and 
action, pneumatically encoding and releasing psychic virtues (Jacquart and 
Thomasset 1985/1988: 82-4). In particular, in Renaissance self-ascriptions 
of genius from Ficino onwards, it was accepted that scholarship consumes 
the spirits (Babb 1951: 23-8). As I show in chapter 9 below, the advent of 
mechanical philosophy and physiology not only retained these beliefs, but 
provided newly explicit mechanisms to explain why those partial to the expense 
of spirits in sexual activity would inevitably lose their intellectual vigour. 

2-3-8 Physiology 
Spirits, roaming through systems of 'secret canals', were in Francis Bacon's 
natural philosophy 'the agents and workmen that produce all the effects in the 
body' (Wallace 1967: 23-39; Jardine 1974: 88-94). Surveys of physiological 
texts (Rothschuh 1958; Putscher 1973; Jacyna 1995) reveal that the ubiquitous 
popularity of animal spirits in the second half of the seventeenth century was 
not due to a period oflong neglect followed by a miraculous 'reappearance in 
Cartesian physiology' (Riese 1959: 51). 

Yet, for all the continuity with the mixed traditions I have sketched (see also 
Frank 1980: 1-16), there was a new reliance on animal spirits in seventeenth
century physiological explanation. In the work ofVesalius and other sixteenth
century theorists spiritus 'rarely plays a conspicuous part', concluded Walker 
(1953/1985: 150), contrasting the explanatory profligacy of Bacon and 
Descartes. This can be partly explained as sixteenth-century prudery about 
hypothetical entities, associated with rhetoric about a new restriction of 
anatomy to observation (Kemp 1997). But, against the grain of slack Whiggish 
assumptions of progress from folklore to precise science, there was a seven
teenth-century shift towards animal spirit explanations, revealing simultane
ously both increased explanatory ambition and wild speculation. It is hard to 
disagree with Alan Gabbey's judgement that seventeenth-century mechanists 
'tried to explain everything, which was too much by a long chalk' (1985: 13): 
but, in the uncertain domain of psychosomatic and neurophilosophical phe
nomena, such overreaching has its compensatory justifications. 

Ontology Descartes, jettisoning natural and vital spirits, resolutely 
corporealised animal spirits: 'what I am calling "spirits" here are merely 
bodies' (Passions l.IO, AT xi.335, CSM 1.331). Confusion arising from the 
identification with matter of something called 'animal spirit' was merely 
verbal. 16 Comparisons with 'a certain very subtle wind, or rather a very lively 

16 Descartes acknowledges that someone might object 'to the term "spirits" being applied to 
particles of terrestrial matter that are separated from each other and driven about at great 
speed', but retorts that he would be surprised if such a critic was doing anything other 
than merely 'questioning the name' (to Vorstius 19 June 1643, in Descartes CSM-K 226). 
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and very pure flame' (L'Homme H 19, AT xLI29, CSM 1.100) place spirits firmly 
within Cartesian matter theory, as fine bodies which 'never stop for a single 
moment in any place' (L'Homme H 79, AT XLI71-2). 

Later mechanical philosophers adopted and adapted animal spirits theory to 
give accounts in terms of the motions of material fluids of all but the very 
highest rational functions. Evidence assembled by John Yolton in Thinking 
Matter (1984b: 153-89) suggests that, at least by the early eighteenth century, 
writers of diverse metaphysical persuasions had accepted the Cartesian materi
alisation of spirits.17 

The ontology of physiological spirits did, of course, still differ across 
the natural philosophical schools, with many (notably chemical philosophers) 
still seeing spirits and ethers as sharing in incorporeality. is But they were still 
grosser than pure soul, and could still be recalcitrant, resisting the command 
of the will and escaping the attention of reason. So it is not clear, in the contexts 
which concern me, that ontology had as much importance as the issue of 
control. When insubstantial subtle fluids came into fashion in eighteenth
century Newtonian sciences, animal spirits were still, for one clear reason, 
more firmly linked by association in theorists' minds with matter than were 
other ethereal substances. Spirits, on almost all accounts, derived in someway 
from blood. This belief had been transformed from old general parallels 
between nerves and veins (Bitbol-Hesperies 1990: 204-9) into accounts of 
specific mechanical processes by which the finest particles of blood separated 
out in the brain to form animal spirit (Mazzolini 1991; see chapter 3 below on 
Descartes' version). So even if physiological spirits were kin with subtle quin
tessences and chemical ethers, their formation brought them bubbling 
through thickly material fluids. 19 Further, their role in neural transmission 
made consideration of physical processes unavoidable. 

Muscular motion A relatively respectable history of animal spirits might 
be possible if one looked only at their explanatory role in theories of muscular 

17 Malebranche vigorously announces the Cartesian line: everyone agrees that the animal 
spirits are 'the most refined and agitated parts of the blood' (LO gl, II.I.2.i). Yolton 
quotes descriptions of material spirits in Hoffman, Cheyne, Mandeville, Chambers, 
Langrish, Watts and others. 

18 Roger French (lg81: II4) contends that in England the corporealisation of spirits never really 
took hold because of'the absence of a Cartesian physiological revolution'; Patricia Churchland 
(1986a: 15-17) recognises that, even though 'there was nothing very spiritual about 
[Descartes'] "animal spirits"', nevertheless 'orthodoxy continued to pronounce animal spirits 
and vital forces as immaterial and ghostly and to see nervous activity as requiring vital forces'. 
I am not sure about this: corporeal animal spirits were by no means confined to Cartesian 
theorists. At the very least, spirits were always aligned with general matter theory, even in 
iatrochemical traditions. Thanks to Anita Guerrini for pressing me on the ontology of spirits. 

19 It was because he could not see how they could be easily separated from blood that one 
leading Newtonian physiologist, Archibald Pitcairne, took a stand against the use of 
hypothetical spirits (Guerrini 1987: 74-5). 
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motion. It is not that this primary problem of early modern neurophysiology 
(Brazier 1984) was independent of metaphysics, for it had to explain the proper 
action of the will in producing movements instantaneously. But books about, 
and theories of, muscular motion look roughly continuous with post-Galvani 
accounts of animal electricity in nineteenth-century physiology. One idea of 
muscle contraction was that a motion of animal spirits is transmitted from the 
brain, so that a small influx of spirit from the nerve causes the spirits already in 
the muscle to open a valve into its antagonist, from which more spirits flow, 
causing the relaxation of the antagonist and the contraction of the first muscle 
(Descartes L'Homme, AT Xi.I34-7, H 24-9; Passions, I.II, AT xi.335-6, CSM 
1.332). Though a number of early modern physiologists rejected this account 
of muscle inflation, there was no feasible alternative (Nayler 1993: 225-6, 334, 
583). We do not believe this balloon theory, but it looks appropriately proto
scientific, and it is gratifYing to find that various experiments were performed 
in the second half of the seventeenth century to test it (chapter 8 below). Might 
this briefly delay conviction of the concept of animal spirit as one of Cuss ins , 
misplaced composites? 

But, if anything is of the essence of the wriggling animal spirits, it is that they 
did not tidily restrict themselves to the occasional inflation of muscle tissue at 
the behest of the will. This is why muscular motion is subordinated in my tale 
of spirits to memory and other hopelessly mixed psychophysiological ex
plananda. 

2.3.9 Neurophilosophy, memory, and moral physiology 
Spirits were requisite theoretical entities in accounts not only of muscular 
motion, but also of memory, dreaming, and imagination, and of emotion, 
moods, and madness. Long before the Cartesian philosophy of the brain, 
Renaissance theorists of mind, in what Burton called 'those tedious tracts de 
Anima' (1621/1989: 140), employed animal spirits to embed cognitive function 
in the body. Stoic pneuma theory had long merged with Aristotelian accounts of 
the internal senses (Sepper 1996: 13-28), so that reason had to draw on the fluid 
support of memory in manipulating representations. 

For Descartes (here as elsewhere following Renaissance spirits theorists in 
range, if not in detail), the scope of spirits theory extended from the physiolog
ical to the emotional. Differences in the abundance, coarseness, agitation, and 
uniformity of the particles of spirits alter our humours or 'natural inclina
tions'. Unusual abundance excites movements that give evidence of generos
ity, liberality, and love; coarseness or strength of the spirits gives rise to 
confidence or courage, agitation to promptness, diligence, and desire, and so 
on (Descartes L'Homme, AT xi.166-7, H 72-3). In The Passions of the Soul, 
Descartes gives physiological-fantastical accounts of peculiarities of spirit 
motions in various psychological states: in hatred, for example, gall entering 
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the blood from the liver boils up and causes spirits going to the brain to 'have 
very unequal parts' and to 'move very strangely' (II.I03, AT xi.404-5, CSM I. 
364).20 

Turbulence, then, could easily spread from the physical to the psychological, 
and spirits featured in abnormal psychology from ancient times (Putscher 
I973: 26-9; Kemp I990: II4-2I, I48-5I). They had to be kept pure to ensure 
cognitive propriety and health, and Renaissance moral physiologists devel
oped a psychological medicine of cognitive transparency in describing the 
dangers. The state ofthe spirits suffers when the body is out of joint, and this 
in turn causes awful deviations from cognitive, and cultural, norms. 

Historians of melancholy have described how fumes of the melancholy 
humour were thought to blacken images carried in animal spirits. Bright, 
Platter, du Laurens, Wright and others warn of the effects of discoloured spirits 
(Babb I95I: I6-17; Klibansky, Panofsky, and Saxl I964; Lyons I97I). Just as 
anger is spirits burning, boiling the blood, so more subtle psychoemotional 
shifts and disorders proceed from the taint or discolouring of the spirits: The 
rising of the melancholy humour to the brain 'counterfetteth terible objects to 
the fantasie, and polluting both the substance, and spirits of the brayne, 
causeth it without externall occasion, to forge monstrous fictions' (Timothy 
Bright in Jackson I986: 85). In their quintessential nature, spirits yearned to be 
united with celestial ether, but they could contrarily be turned from the light 
and break links with reality. 21 Melancholics, horribly, see backwards into their 
own brains, befogged by 'the vapors of the animal spiri~s turned smoky by the 
black bile' (duLaurens, in Jobe I976: 220). 

These beliefs imply a peculiar ideal of transparency. The animal spirits, 
warned Platter, which are clouded and darkened by an excess of black bile, 
'ought to be bright clear lucid and most pure' (in Jackson I986: 93-4). There is 
here an implicit theory of mental representation in which images can be sus
tained only under dazzlingly bright physiological conditions. In later, mechan
ised versions of spirits theory, when the norm of resemblance between 
representation and reality had been jettisoned, the physiological dangers to 
morality remained: insufficient care of body fluids and the multiple factors 
which influence them could drag the mind down into darkness, away from the 
security of contact with the real world, into a spectral world of spirit-driven fan
tasies in flux (chapter 9 below). Moral physiology, in this context, was the disci
plined mastery of the self and of the body by the self. Theoretical knowledge 
about the body was required in moral training, for example in internalisingthe 

20 This possibility of the gall 'regorg[ing) into the veins the matter it contains' and thus 
causing the spirits to be 'more lively and more unevenly aaitated withal' had been raised in the 
earlier L'Homme (AT XL169, H 75). 

21 'Unpure and naughtie blood', distributed through the body when passages are blocked, 
distorts the clarity of the spirits which derive from it (Philip Barrough, in Babb 1951: 27). 
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rigid architectural loci of place-memory systems (Yates 1966; Carruthers 1990): 
there was no clear line here between practice and science, between knowing 
how and knowing that. 22 

The immediate presence of objects, events, and other people to mind was 
lost at the Fall. Post-lapsarian gaps between representation and reality were 
imperfectly bridged by sense organs, nerves, and brain. After the Greek discov
ery of the nerves (Solmsen 1961), the spirits which filled them were usually 
thought to derive from the ventricles in the brain, fluid-filled reservoirs which 
seemed sufficiently isolable to serve as localised seats for cognitive functions 
(Woollam 1958; Pagel 1958; HarveY197S; Bruyn 1982; Parkr988). 

With little differentiation of the solid brain parts (Dewhurst and Clarke 
1973), memory had long been fixed by internal sense theorists in the posterior 
ventricle, where a drier environment was meant to aid the preservation of the 
past in the fluid spirituous medium. Too much moisture in the back of the brain 
will 'confound I All the impressions which the Sences give' Oohn Davies of 
Hereford, in R. L. Anderson 1927: 18). Remembering, on a popular account, 
required the dislodging of species stored in the memory (Steneck 1976: 136). But 
the eclectic tradition encompassed two different pictures of the operation of 
memory, which would increasingly come into conflict. Thinking of spirits and 
fluids made memories seem like motions: but thinking of memory as a collec
tion of stored items, analogous to the images placed in artificial memory loci in 
the arts of memory, made memories seem like individual bodies. The increased 
popularity of animal spirits theory, and its applications to memory in the seven
teenth century, gave the former option the theoretical, though not the moral, 
advantage.23 

Memories 'stored' in a fluid medium characterised by incessant motion 
could not easily be thought of as located in a single place. Spirits theories of 
memory are unlikely to be literalist storehouse models, in which static items 

22 I pursue this point in connection with medieval and Renaissance memory arts in Sutton 
1997. Ian Hacking (1995: 198-2°9), arguing that 'the sciences of memory were new in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century', claims that architectural mnemonics, like all 
disciplines of memory before Janet's time, were only or primarily techniques or 
technologies, not part of a search for knowledge about memory. I suggest, in contrast, 
that practical methods for imposing rigidity on the mind, for avoiding spillage or 
catastrophic interference between memory items, were intimately entwined with 
theoretical quests for facts about memory (Sutton 1997: sect. 2). Indeed models for 
examining historical technologies of the self on which Hacking builds (Foucault 1985, 
1986,1988) include abundant analysis of the close interplay between philosophical 
knowledge-claims and mundane bodily and psychological practice. The civilising process 
of/earning to tame one's own body was not just a matter of maintaining appropriate 
habits at table: it required also intense attention to psychophysiology. 

23 It was possible, though, to accept animal spirits and still have a localist model of memory 
items as independent bodies at specific addresses. This works when, as for Digby (chapter 
5 below), spirit motions themselves are only the instruments which rouse separate 
memory bodies, rather than identified with the representations themselves. 
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are piled up in a place called 'the memory'. The background of dynamic physio
logical psychology left the absent pastto be reconstructed: temporal continuity 
could only be provided by recurring patterns of fluid motions across new con
texts. Indeed, an intuition of memory as motions is implicit in general spirits 
theory, for animal spirits are always bearers of history in the body, their condi
tion and flow already marked by the past as well as by present context. They 
gesture towards the external world, with no guarantee of catching it either 
representationally or analogically. They make it hard both to get enough 
memory, to reproduce what is absent, and not to get too much, to keep the past 
in order and available in moderation for rational scrutiny. Theories of memory 
thus confront issues of psychological control, working out how to pin down 
and hold on to faint temporal order within material flux. 

So tensions"between moral physiology and these general medical theories 
are obvious: control of brain, body, and memory was a difficult enterprise. 
'Tension', however, is too simple a word for the symbiotic relation of theory 
and practice here: physiology, intruding inevitably into the psychological 
realm, opened an intensely attractive space for debate, for moral, didactic, 
tragic, puzzled, and simply entertaining discussion of the various disjunctions 
between the fluidity of spirits and the solid, rigid order required in cognition 
and morality. Rhetorical invocation of desired order could leave descriptive 
space for tantalising, horrid, and seductive accounts of the confusion and 
chaos to which disordered spirits were prone. 

The Cartesian version of animal spirits theory was extraordinarily popular 
across medicine and culture for close on a century after Descartes. His follower 
Malebranche (LO 134, II.ii.2) affirms the centrality of the spirits for psycholog
ical explanation: 'all the changes occurring in the imagination and the mind are 
only the consequences of those encountered in the animal spirits and the 
[brain] fibres'. Perhaps animal spirits were, as William Harvey complained, 'a 
common subterfuge of ignorance' (1649/1990: 117). Perhaps the concept of 
animal spirit, 'physiology's most embarrassing object' (Boissier de Sauvages, 
in Mignon 1934: 6), like other misplaced composites, did promote mystifica
tion, delay the inevitable advance of science, and fool a lot of people. But I hope 
so far to have shown that animal spirits, 'these dubious entities' (Macdonald 
1981: 182) soaking up the (cultural and natural) environment, are at least an 
intriguing historical subject, condensing fears and desires about body and 
memory. 
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